FAQs Bespoke Printed Boards
What standard sizes are available?
90 x 60cm, 120 x 90cm, 150 x 120cm, 180 x 120cm, 200 x 120cm, and 240 x 120cm
What if I want a non standard size or spec?
The maximum size in one board is 240 x 120cm. Boards are supplied for wall hanging, but
should you need a wing board or mobile variant please contact our specials department on
01952 292111.
What do I need to send you for you to generate the artwork for me?
We will need to know what size board you would like to have and details of what you would
like to have printed. This can be in simple pdf format or descriptive.
Can you print logos?
Yes. Logos should be 300dpi @100% full print size either .eps or high resolution .jpg / .tif.
Please remember: The higher the quality you send, the higher the quality will appear on your
customised whiteboard.
What is the printing process, dye sublimation?
Dye sublimation is a process whereby a negative of the image is printed onto special transfer paper. The ink is then heated to a gas in a heat transfer press and absorbed into the
surface of the magnetic dry wipe board. The benefits are a totally smooth surface which is
high quality, easy to clean and highly durable.
What is the whiteboard surface and does it come with guarantees?
The whiteboard surface is magnetic coated steel and comes with a 5 year surface guarantee.
What if I want to change something at proof stage?
Not a problem. We allow for minor changes on receipt of proof and this is included free of
charge. Any changes made after the proof has been signed off will be subject to new charges.
What is the typical delivery time for my printed whiteboard?
There is a 20 working day lead time on the bespoke printed boards from signing off of the
artwork.
Is there a surcharge for colour printing?
No, we supply the colour printing at no extra charge.
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